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Important Disclosures
This document contains the views and opinions of our Global

Economic Research and Strategy Team (Claire Dissaux and

Meena Bassily)) as of 17 January 2019 and does not

necessarily represent the views and opinions of Millennium or

any of its Portfolio Managers.

This document has been prepared by Millennium Global

Investments Limited ("Millennium") solely for the purposes of

providing background information on certain investment strategies

offered by Millennium (“Strategies”). Millennium is authorised and

regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and registered as an

investment adviser with the Securities and Exchange Commission.

Registration with the SEC does not imply a certain level of skill or

training.

The Financial Conduct Authority can be contacted by

telephone on +44 207 066 1000 or in writing to: Financial

Conduct Authority, 25 The North Colonnade, London E14 5HS,

United Kingdom.

This information contained in this document is intended for

Professional Clients (or Elective Professional Clients) only.

Millennium Global does not target retail clients and our

services are not suitable for, nor will they be made available to

retail clients.

In the United Kingdom, this document is only available to persons

who are: (i) investment professionals within the meaning of Article

19 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial

Promotion) Order 2005 ("FP Order") or Article 14 of the Financial

Services and Markets Act 2000 (Promotion of Collective Investment

Schemes)(Exemptions) Order 2001 ("CIS Order"); (ii) high net worth

companies and certain other entities falling within Article 49 of the

FP Order or Article 22 of the CIS Order; or (iii) any other persons to

whom such communication may lawfully be made, including in

accordance with the relevant provisions of the FCA Conduct of

Business rules. This document is not intended for distribution in the

United States or for the account of US persons (as defined in

Regulation S under the US Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the

“Securities Act”)) except to persons who are “qualified purchasers”

(as defined in the US Investment Company Act of 1940, as

amended (the “Company Act”)) and “accredited investors” (as

defined in Rule 501(a) under the Securities Act). It must not be

acted, or relied, upon by any other persons.

The information contained in this document is strictly confidential

and is only for the use of the person to who it is sent and/or who

attends any associated presentation. Distribution of this document

or the information herein to any person, other than the person to

whom this document was originally delivered and such person's

advisors, is unauthorised. Any reproduction or publication of this

document, in whole or in part, or the disclosure of any of its

contents, without the prior consent of Millennium in each such

instance is prohibited.

Distribution of this document may be restricted in certain

jurisdictions. This document is not intended for distribution to, or use

by any person or entity in any jurisdiction or country where such

distribution or use would be contrary to local law or regulation, and it

is the responsibility of any person or persons in possession of this

document to inform themselves of, and to observe, all applicable

laws and regulations of any relevant jurisdiction.

There can be no assurance that professionals currently employed

by Millennium will continue to be employed by Millennium or that the

past performance or success of any such professional is indicative

of such professional’s future performance or success. This

document is not, and should not be regarded as investment advice

or as a recommendation regarding any particular investment or

Strategy, or market(s) in which to invest.

Nothing in this document should be construed as an offer,

solicitation, invitation, marketing of services or products,

advertisement, inducement, or representation of any kind, or as an

opinion on the merits or otherwise, of any particular investment,

investment strategy or market in which to invest. Any examples of

Strategies or trade ideas are intended for illustrative and/or

educational purposes only, and are not indicative of the historical or

future Strategy or performance or the chances of success of any

particular Strategy. You should consult your investment, tax, legal,

accounting or other advisors about the matters discussed herein.

Millennium, its affiliates and clients may, as at the date of

publication, have a long or short position in the investments

covered in this document. We intend to continue trading in the

relevant investments and may at any time be long, short or

neutral these securities (or any other securities of the same

issuer) or any related securities, regardless of the position or

views expressed in this document.

The views and opinions in this document are not guaranteed nor

intended to be complete, and material aspects of the descriptions

contained herein may change at any time. Millennium and its

employees have no obligation to provide recipients hereof with

updates or changes to the information contained in this document.

While every care has been taken in the compilation of this

document and every attempt has been made to present up-to-date

and accurate information, we cannot guarantee that inaccuracies

will not occur. Neither Millennium, its portfolio managers nor any of

its employees will be held responsible for any error or omission

and/or any claim, loss, damage or inconvenience caused as a result

of reliance on information contained in this document.

Past performance of any Strategy shown herein is not a guide, and

should not be construed as a guarantee of future performance as

the value of any Strategy or investments may fall as well as rise,

and an investor may lose all or a substantial amount of their

investment.

Certain portions of the information contained in this document may

constitute forward-looking statements, views or research opinions.

Due to various uncertainties and actual events, the actual

performance of the economy may differ materially from those

reflected or contemplated in such forward-looking statements, views

or opinions. As a result, investors should not rely on forward looking

statements, views or opinions in making any investment decisions.

Any models contained in this document have been provided for

discussion purposes only. There can be no assurance that any

investment opportunities described in such models will become

available to any Strategy or to Millennium. Likewise, it should not be

assumed that any investments described by these models would be

profitable if implemented. It should not be assumed that any trade

or illustration contained in this document would be implemented by

Millennium or that it would be profitable if implemented.
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Key Currency Views
• While we look for world growth to slow, we

believe that financial markets are overpricing

recession risks. Despite financial imbalances

including elevated global debt and policy

uncertainty, we do not see a global downturn or a

crisis being triggered over the coming months.

• Tail risks to that baseline are however material.

The chance of a disorderly Brexit remains and

the risk of an Italian sovereign crisis lingers too

despite a lower probability (a downturn in Italy

should keep debt concerns alive, even after the

Italian government compromised with the EU on

the budget). In addition, further escalation in

trade wars remains a key risk scenario in our

view for Q1 (non-tariff retaliation measures by US

or China, or US tariff increases on imports from

Europe & Japan).

• We expect the tailwinds to the USD to fade

into 2019, as signs of late-cycle in the US

economy, reduced monetary policy differentiation

vs. other advanced central banks and widening

US twin deficits take their toll, all the more so as

the USD is expensive based on PPP vs.

advanced currencies. As the policy rate is now

closer to equilibrium, Fed’s decisions will be

increasingly cautious and data-dependent and

the bar is now high for the Fed to hike in Mar

2019, in view of external risks concentrating by

the end of Q1 (US/China trade negotiations,

Brexit) combined with likely well-contained US

inflation.

• EUR’s ability to benefit vs. USD is however

limited by the lack of significant growth rebound

we foresee in Q1 and potential for a dovish shift

in ECB interest guidance by March. We see

EUR/USD range bound in Q1 2019. JPY’s

cheap valuation suggests it stands to gain vs.

USD amid a global growth slowdown and a rise

in financial market volatility. In such an

environment, we expect portfolio repatriation

flows back to Japan to start to materialise. In

addition, a softer USD trend would likely

encourage Japanese investors to increase their

hedge ratios again on their USD assets, after

reducing it sharply in 2018.

• A bottoming in oil prices should be a catalyst for

a move higher in NOK/SEK in view of supportive

interest rate differentials and better resilience of

Norway than Sweden to slower momentum in the

Euro area. We see scope for AUD/NZD to rise in

view of valuation, rate differentials and the

outlook for terms-of-trade as infrastructure

investment becomes central to growth

stabilisation in China by end-Q1.

• A number of EMFX valuations are attractive but

technical factors are not overall supportive, with

the market entering the year with a small long net

EMFX position. In turn, country-specific

opportunities should be favoured, with a positive

mix of valuation, external rebalancing and policy

credibility key. MXN is a case in point as its

valuation is cheap, the fiscal anchor has been

maintained by AMLO’s administration and

monetary policy tightening has occurred pre-

emptively. We look for TRY to outperform ZAR in

view of relative BoP positions, with the current

account deficit closer to being sustainable in

Turkey than South Africa. We prefer RUB to

TRY, in view of a stronger protection from tight

monetary policy in Russia than in Turkey and

better resilience to global liquidity tightening.

Given the outlook for Euro area demand to

soften, we see much less potential for policy

tightening in the Czech Republic, with CZK likely

to be left vulnerable to downside cyclical risks. In

Asia, we believe KRW and SGD should prove

most vulnerable to the downgrade in China’s

outlook.
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USD Outlook
• The impact of fiscal stimulus eroding (about +0.5%

boost to GDP growth in 2019, from 1% in 2018) and

headwinds from tighter financial conditions (-1.2%

drag on GDP) mean that all else equal GDP growth

should slow down to about 2% YoY in H1 2019.

• Housing sector activity will likely remain weak,

given the impact of higher rates, with the NAHB

pointing to further weakness in home sales. In

addition, net exports are likely to detract from GDP

in view of growth differential with trade partners and

slower global demand.

• The consumption outlook is still robust as lower oil

prices and higher wage inflation support real

incomes despite a fading impact of tax cuts. In net

terms lower oil prices are a positive factor for

growth in the short term in our view as the US is still

a net oil importer and investment in the oil sector

has already dropped sharply over the past 3 years.

• Core inflation momentum has been slowing over

recent months reflecting disappointing healthcare

and housing inflation in particular and is likely to

remain subdued in the near term given goods

inflation curbed by the USD. But in our view the

outlook is still for higher underlying inflation later in

2019 given the tight labour market. The

unemployment rate looks likely to undershoot the

FOMC forecast for 2019.

• Given the Fed’s heightened sensitivity to downside

risks to growth, a soft patch in inflation is likely to

delay a hike from Q1 2019 (March) to Q2 as

external headwinds persist in Q1: first and foremost

trade tensions with China, but also a potentially

disorderly Brexit at the end of Q1. Although we see

the Fed’s interest rate path as underpriced by

markets, with 2 hikes likely to be delivered in 2019

in our view, we do not see a trigger for the market to

re-price in Q1 2019 (strong upside surprises would

be required).

• Despite still positive relative economic momentum

in H1, reduced monetary policy differentiation vs.

advanced economies combined with widening US

twin deficits and an expensive USD valuation vs.

major economies are likely to dampen the USD in

Q1. Upside risks to our view: resolution of US/China

conflict, easing in broad financial conditions.

Drags expected to reduce growth momentum in 2019

Sources: Macrobond, MGI(forecasts). Data as of January 2019

.

.

Source: Macrobond. Data as of October 2018.

.

.We expect relative growth to shift in favour of EUR/USD in H2 2019

Sources: Macrobond, forecasts MGI.  Data as of January 2018

.

.

Private consumption expected to be resilient
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EUR Outlook
• We expect real GDP growth to converge lower

toward trend (~1.5%) through 2019 as net trade is a

drag on growth, the labour market nears full

capacity and business confidence has declined.

Risk of a recession is still low as lower oil prices

and a positive fiscal impulse in 2019 support

consumer spending while we expect monetary

policy to remain accommodative.

• Italian growth faces contraction given a high

sensitivity to external trade, weak business

sentiment, and the risk of tighter lending conditions.

That said, bank lending conditions through the Euro

area remain easy and may find support from a new

TLTRO.

• In Q1 there is a good chance that the ECB will shift

their guidance for a first rate hike to the end of 2019

as there is little momentum in core inflation and

lower oil prices may result in an undershoot of

inflation vs. forecasts.

• EUR valuation vs. trade partners is still cheap, but

no cheaper than it has been in recent years. In

2018, the EUR real effective exchange rate

appreciated by 2.2% and is back to its 10-year

average; somewhat counterintuitive to the cyclical

underperformance of the Euro area. Fundamental

equilibrium exchange rate metrics point to a near

fair trade-weighted EUR. The current account

surplus has moderately weakened since 1Q18.

Helping offset a falling trade surplus has been the

decline in resident purchases of foreign debt which

may persist as the QE era has ended.

• Political risk is high in Q1 with a still uncertain Brexit

in March, potential for early elections in Italy

(populist parties continue to enjoy strong support)

and Spain, and build up to European Parliament

elections in May. Macron’s reform agenda is also

challenged by a low approval rating, which may

impact the French-German dialogue and scope for

more EMU integration.

• We do not think the EUR valuation is compelling

enough to account for the above challenges in an

environment of low domestic yields and only trend

growth. In our view, EUR gains will be limited in

response to slower Fed tightening and late-cycle

signs in the US.

Change in nominal yield differential has moved in favour of EURUSD

Sources: MGI, Macrobond. Data as of December 2018.

Soft data has turned lower across the board

Source: Macrobond. Data as of January 2019

Sources: BIS, Macrobond. Data as of December 2018

EUR real effective exchange rate at 10y average
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• Economic activity softened again in the final months

of 2018. While the 0.6% QoQ print in Q3 GDP was

flattered by likely one-offs linked to weather and car

sales, the slowdown in Q4 may mask something

more than a payback as evidence is mounting that

Brexit is indeed taking a greater toll on activity.

• The BoE seems unlikely to make a dramatic change

in communication however, unless (1) growth

indicators consistently point to sub-trend growth or

(2) the path to an orderly Brexit suddenly becomes

an unrealistic prospect. This is because the inflation

outlook remains quite firm. This is evident in unit

labour costs hovering around 2% YoY and given

further build-up in momentum in wage growth. We

note that core wages are now running at 3.3% YoY

and 3m/3m wage momentum is around 4%

annualised.

• Brexit developments in Q4 have been mixed as

regards the final outcome, increasing the spectrum

of potential scenarios. On one hand, ECJ ruling that

the UK can unilaterally revoke Article 50 and the

Grieve amendment allowing greater parliamentary

control of the Brexit process would seem to diminish

odds of a disorderly Brexit. On the other hand, with

PM May’s leadership weakening rapidly, the odds of

unconventional paths to achieve an agreement (with

potentially early elections and in particular via a 2nd

referendum) have also increased.

• Against this backdrop GBP should remain volatile

and driven by political headlines. Ahead of the

withdrawal agreement vote markets should continue

to request a “no-deal” risk premium on GBP and UK

assets. We still believe however that passage in the

Commons will be achieved in some form, although

odds are sliding, which would be consistent with

some GBP gains in the latter part of Q1 on a trade-

weighted basis. In particular, given cheap valuation

we see potential for GBP/USD upside by end-Q1.

• UK’s external financing requirements are slowly

coming down but the current account deficit remains

set to have reached just above 3% of GDP in 2018,

a source of vulnerability for GBP given FDI balance

has been registering net outflows this year worth

around 1% of GDP.

Brexit uncertainty may be starting to weigh on activity more 

acutely

Source: Macrobond. Data as of November 2018

.

GBP Outlook

EUR/GBP maintaining orderly Hard Brexit range

Sources: Macrobond. Data as of September 2018

Source: Macrobond. Data as of October 2018

.

Wage momentum has accelerated with 3m/3m ar growth near 4%
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CAD Outlook

CAD: Labour market has resumed tightening with the 

unemployment rate pushing lower

Sources: Macrobond. Data as of September 2018.

JPY: scope to benefit from increased policy uncertainty 

and higher financial market volatility

Sources: Macrobond. Data as of November 2018

Source: Macrobond. Data as of November 2018

.

• While the BoC struck a more dovish tone toward the

end of Q4, we continue to believe rate rises are

unlikely to be delayed significantly given that inflation

is at target and the labour market remains firm. We

shift our call for the next rate rise to take place in July

as the central bank needs more validation from data

and the inflation outlook.

• The labour market data in particular warrant further

policy tightening in our view. The unemployment rate

is making new lows below most estimates of NAIRU

and while wage growth has moderated, it still looks to

be consistent with inflation targets.

• The near-term outlook will therefore hinge a lot on

the next move for oil markets and while it is

becoming increasingly clear that oil prices are

capped to the upside the OPEC agreement to cut

production by 1.2 mmb/d should prevent a further

sharp move lower in oil prices. The balance of risks

seems to be favourable for CAD at the beginning of

the year. Rate support may be minimal, but we

maintain the view that overshoot of 1.30 in USD/CAD

does not seem justified.

• Despite the scheduled rise in the consumption tax in

Oct 2019, external factors are likely to matter more

for growth. The government plans to use half of the

additional revenues to fund new spending

programmes thereby likely reducing the fiscal

tightening to around 0.5% of GDP.

• Business sentiment per the Tankan survey points to

downside risks to growth potentially reducing

Japanese portfolio outflows.

• Foreigners sold Japanese equities in 2018 and

portfolio outflows by Japanese investors dominated.

With Japanese growth risks are on the downside, the

risk of renewed JPY hedging or outright portfolio

repatriation has grown in our view.

• At times of rising risk aversion, the correlation

between USD/JPY and interest rate differentials

normally loosens, hence in 2018 the JPY should

have been stronger vs. USD. We expect bouts of

financial instability (e.g. spike in VIX) to drive lower

USD/JPY in Q1 2019.

JPY Outlook Japan: Net foreign equity inflows are less of a drag on Japan’s BoP

according to weekly data
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CHF Outlook
• We expect BoP support for CHF to remain on a

trade-weighted basis. No sizeable portfolio outflows

were registered in 2018 when global growth was

strong and interest rates in the US rose significantly.

FDI outflows in Q2 2018 were likely “one-off’s” linked

to US repatriation flows.

• The domestic economy shows resilience. Even in Q3

2018 when the economy went through a soft patch it

continued to outperform the Euro area (2.2% YoY vs.

1.6% YoY). A slightly stimulative fiscal policy, low

unemployment and weaker oil prices in 2019 vs.

2018 all point to robust consumption whereas fixed

investment should be more sensitive to global trade

prospects.

• CHF status as a safe haven could play for bouts of

strength. Episodic bouts of risk aversion (e.g. Italian

fiscal concerns, disorderly Brexit risks) would benefit

CHF early into 2019 in our view.

AUD/NZD has a lot of room to catch up with terms of trade

Source: Macrobond. Data as of December 2018

CHF: Net FDI outflows in Q2 eroded the basic surplus, likely a one-

off

Source: Macrobond. Data as of June 2018

AUD Outlook
• GDP growth took a step back in Q3, with activity

expanding only 0.3% QoQ. While we believe the

disappointment to be largely due to temporary

factors such as adverse weather conditions causing

drought and a retreat in farm production, trends in

household consumption have been softening which

bears monitoring. Furthermore, revisions to past

GDP make RBA forecasts look implausible for the

quarters ahead (about 3.5% YoY vs 2.8% YoY in the

last GDP print).

• We have been arguing that the RBA looked ripe for

a change in tone in H1 2019, paving the way for a

rate rise around mid-year but we acknowledge that

domestic and foreign developments are pointing to

more patience. Wage growth is inching higher but at

a still glacial pace and capacity utilisation measures

suggest further declines in the unemployment rate

may be slow to come about. With global growth

trending lower, the Australian economy will need to

deliver more to convince the RBA. A rate rise may

therefore need to wait and we shift our call to a hike

in Q4 2019.

• With our revised call for the RBA, the interest rate

differential channel may favour more the USD.

However AUD screens as very cheap regionally vs.

NZD on a number of short-term market metrics,

which calls for an attractive long AUD/NZD outlook

in Q1.

Source: Macrobond. Data as of July 2018

AUD: Weak Q3 GDP and downward revisions put GDP tracking 

well below RBA expectations 
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SEK Outlook
• Against split market expectations, the Riksbank

raised interest rates in December despite inflation,

continuing to run on the soft side of expectations and

GDP growth, which contracted 0.2% QoQ in Q3.

• The central bank rhetoric was very cautious,

delivering downward revisions to growth and inflation

which led its interest rate path lower by 10-20 bp in

the years ahead. Guidance now points to a rate rise

in the second half of 2019 and two hikes in 2020.

• Economic indicators suggests growth bounced back

in Q4 2018 as underscored by the pick-up in PMIs in

November and the oddly weak household

consumption in Q3. However this could be only a

short-term pay-back after recent distortions affecting

Scandinavian economic activity.

• Long-end interest rate spreads meanwhile are

anchoring EUR/SEK and would seem to point to a

convergence of the cross towards 10.0. As a result

we continue to view medium-term support for SEK

although this might only be worth a 2% move spread

over several quarters in 2019.

Sweden: Riksbank hiked rates despite disappointment in core 

inflation

Source: Macrobond. Data as of November 2018..

Sweden: Rate differentials still modestly favouring SEK

Source: Macrobond. Data as of January 2019.

EUR/NOK fair-value moving higher on oil price declines

NOK Outlook

Source: Macrobond. Data as of November 2018.

• The economy seems to be showing notable

resilience to slower Eurozone growth and the recent

fall in oil prices. Despite another weak quarter for

growth (GDP expanded only 0.3% QoQ in Q3),

sector-specific drags remain to be blamed (utilities

in Q2, agriculture in Q3).

• NOK was trading at a sizeable discount to oil prices

for over a year, hence it never really incorporated a

higher oil price backdrop. The convergence to fair-

value models has therefore happened via lower oil

prices rather than a stronger NOK. That is not to

say that the currency has been immune; NOK was

still the worst performing G10 currency in Q4 2018.

• We view the Norges Bank as still comfortably on

track for a hike in March. This coupled with recent

underperformance and historically cheap valuation

should bias risks towards some NOK strength vs.

EUR in Q1. Key risks to the view include certainty a

further leg lower in oil prices, as well as renewed

softness in housing market.
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CNY Outlook

• We estimate the negative impact of current US

tariffs on Chinese imports was around 0.6-0.7% for

GDP growth in 2018. The risk of a rise from 10% to

25% on USD 200 bn of imports by end-Feb 2019

however remains. It is unlikely that the full drag from

trade tensions can be offset by fiscal and monetary

easing in our view given the reluctance of Chinese

authorities to increase further government debt (the

rise in government debt ratios in China is projected

to be the biggest one in EM by the IMF over the

next few years) and the less efficient impact of

stimulus given higher debt burdens.

• Activity trackers have declined further, pointing to

GDP growth slowing down. PMI export orders point

to export underperformance after a frontloading in

2018 took place before tariff implementation. We

expect growth to slip further into 2019 before the

impact from policy easing triggers a rebound in

infrastructure investment by end Q1. In the

meantime, additional policy easing (including RRR

cuts, VAT cuts) is likely to be delivered in our view.

• China is undergoing a structural BoP deterioration,

with a trend widening in the service deficit and an

erosion of the trade surplus, likely to result into

(small) current account deficits over the coming

years in our view.

• Portfolio inflows are unlikely to be strong enough to

stem the deterioration in the BoP in 2019. There

has been a trend rise in foreign portfolio inflows

since 2016- 2017 as China opens up its markets

(including passive flows via prospects of index

inclusion). As an illustration, our measure of the

widest proxy of the monthly BoP (e.g. trade balance

+ FDI + foreign portfolio flows) has remained stable

in the recent period in contrast with the narrow

measure (e.g. trade balance + FDI). In our

projections for 2019 however both measures are

likely to deteriorate in our view - the structural rise

in foreign portfolio inflows to China will likely be

curbed by cyclical uncertainties.

• In addition, with land sales already starting to

weaken and urbanisation policy taking a back seat,

we look for a softening in the housing sector in

2019, despite the easier policy bias, which could

weigh on CNY.

Credit and monetary policy easing still have to fully filter through 

to the economy, infrastructure investment giving signs of 

bottoming

Source: Macrobond. Data as of October 2018

Further BoP deterioration forecast ahead even if portfolio inflows 

to China continue to rise in 2019

Source: Macrobond. Data as of December 2018

Source: Macrobond. Data as of November 2018

GDP growth tracker has declined sharply
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Asia Outlook
KRW as a cyclical currency should be particularly vulnerable 

to a downshift in the business cycle

INR: India 12-month portfolio inflows, net: a return of foreign 

bond inflows in Nov could be at risk ahead of general elections

Sources: Macrobond. Data as of November 2018.

SGD: Composite leading indicator points to moderation of 

growth

Sources: Macrobond.  Data as of  December 2018

Source: Macrobond. Data as of October 2018

• KRW: The deterioration in consumer sentiment

reflecting weak labour market dynamics, and soft

business confidence, amid slower external demand

due to a softer investment outlook in major economies

and a slowing Chinese economy, put cyclical risks

firmly on the downside for the Korean economy into

2019. Korea is most vulnerable to a disruption in

regional supply-chains amid what we expect to be

continued trade tensions between the US and China in

Q1 2019. Fiscal policy will be active in 2019, with the

budget surplus expected to decrease by around 0.4%

of GDP, but a negative output gap is expected to

remain in place. In turn, we do not expect any follow-

up to the end-2018 rate hike, as underlying inflation is

likely to soften.

• INR: The economy is entering 2019 with strong

momentum, likely to be maintained ahead of general

elections in H1 2019. Although the outlook is for

headline inflation to remain well within the targeted

4%+/-2% band amid lower oil prices and subdued food

prices, core inflation is set to stay elevated in H1 2019

amid domestic demand pressures. In turn we look for

the RBI to stay on hold in H1 while keeping a cautious

tone. In our base case scenario for oil prices

stabilising around current levels, the current account

deficit should narrow to 2% of GDP by end-2019. RBI

is likely to rebuild FX reserves, hence capping

appreciation potential for INR. A modest return only of

foreign bond inflows is likely to be another limiting

factor for INR gains. The declining popularity of Modi

is likely to lead to increased government spending at a

time when the Jan-Oct fiscal performance of the

central government already points to an overshoot of

targets. We look for better levels before April/May

elections to buy INR vs. USD.

• SGD: The composite leading indicator and PMIs

pointing to further moderation of GDP growth in 2019

to around 2%, closer to the bottom of MAS forecast

(1.5% -3.5%), driven by weaker external demand. With

growth slipping below potential (estimated at 2.7-

2.8%), the reduction in labour market slack is likely to

slow and underlying inflation should stay at the lower

end of the MAS forecasts for 2019. We believe that

the MAS is unlikely to tighten further monetary policy

in April, keeping the slope at 1%. With SGD basket at

the top of the band, we see downside risks on SGD on

a trade-weighed basis.
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RUB REER is now fair to oil, following the 4Q18 oil decline

PLN: Negative real policy rate likely over 2019 and 2020

Source: NBP forecasts for CPI, MGI forecast for policy rate. Macrobond. Data as of November 

2018

CZK: Yield differentials to offer a buffer to CZK vs. EUR

Sources: Macrobond.  Data as of  December 2018

Source: Macrobond. Data as of November 2018

• RUB: Fiscal and current account balances ended

2018 at their strongest position in over a decade at

+2.5% and 6.7% of GDP, respectively. Both have

been supported by high oil prices and a cheap

currency. The sanction threat also led to portfolio

outflows with foreign ownership of OFZs falling from

35 to 25% in 2018. These factors should make RUB

more resilient to external shocks. Cyclical challenges

may increase. Inflation will likely breach the 4%

inflation target in Q1 as VAT is hiked by 2% in

January and as household inflation expectations have

moved higher. We expect the CBR to deliver another

25bp hike by March. The valuation of RUB vs oil has

moved from cheap to fair, and we think the real

effective exchange rate may trend lower, therefore,

we are cautiously constructive on RUB.

• PLN: Polish growth in 2018 was the strongest in

Europe, supported by robust domestic demand.

Growth will likely moderate in 1H19 given a

contraction in Poland’s manufacturing PMI and

European output. However strong consumption and a

possible increase in government spending ahead of

Autumn elections, may allow Polish growth to still

outperform. The NBP has expressed tolerance to

inflation above the top of the target band, 3.5%. We

expect the real policy rate will stay negative through

2019-20. There are other supportive factors for PLN,

including: outperforming growth, a near zero current

account balance requiring little net capital inflow,

cheap valuation, strong productivity gains as

measured by Poland’s rising share of global exports.

Yet lack of rate support leaves PLN wanting a

catalyst.

• CZK: The pace of GDP expansion is likely to slow in

2019, as net trade weakens, and fiscal and monetary

policy have tightened. The CNB will update its

macroeconomic projections in February, and given a

likely undershoot in inflation relative to their forecasts

(on lower oil) and increased external growth risk there

is a chance their forecast for one more hike in Q1 is

revised to show no hikes. That said, it is likely CZK

will be weaker than their Q1 assumption (of EURCZK

at 25.1), which could argue for keeping to the planned

tightening. The cumulative 145bp of tightening has

lifted nominal and volatility adjusted carry on CZK vs

EUR, which we think will help shield CZK from any

large sell-off in the scenario of a less hawkish CNB

and of downside cyclical risks.
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CEEMEA Outlook
ZAR: South Africa’s widening current account deficit is 

heavily reliant on portfolio inflow

TRY: The hikes from the CBT, that eventually supported TRY, 

should not be reversed yet

Sources: Macrobond. Data as of December 2018

MXN: Consumer confidence has fully recovered the post-

election blip and is now at cycle highs

Sources: Macrobond.  Data as of  November 2018

Source: Macrobond. Data as of July 2018

• ZAR: The current account deficit, which may have

reached 4% of GDP by end-2018, remains heavily

reliant on portfolio inflows, increasing ZAR sensitivity

to the risk environment. Domestic growth will be

needed to attract capital, though one-off issues such

as a likely increase in electricity outages in Q1 driven

by Eskom troubles, create downside risk. A

consolidation in the budget deficit and/ or reform is

needed to avoid a Moody’s downgrade below

investment grade (IG). The decline in foreign

ownership of SAGBs from 42% to 38% in 2018 may

represent some pre-positioning to a loss of IG-status

and removal of SAGBs from the Citi World

Government Bond Index. Absent a revival in Chinese

demand, mining production and the value of South

Africa’s key commodity exports may remain weak in

2019. We expect ZAR weakness vs the USD and

other EM currencies.

• TRY: Encouragingly the current account deficit

narrowed to near 5% of GDP and there was a decline

in 12m ahead inflation expectations to 16.5% in Nov.

However, despite of a cheaper TRY, capital flows into

Turkey remain weak with FX reserves and

unaccounted flows being the main source of funding

for Turkey’s sizeable current account deficit (USD

40b). It is important the CBT keeps the policy rate high

at 24% through Q1 to anchor inflation expectations

and help attract capital inflow. However, there may be

political pressure to ease monetary and/ or fiscal policy

given weak growth. Already, the government has

announced a minimum wage hike and extension of

consumer tax cuts. As such, negative tail-risks for the

TRY related to policy mismanagement remain

significant, even though outright fundamentals are

improved.

Latin America Outlook

• MXN: The December budget announcement was seen

as a positive for markets given its sobriety and realistic

macro assumptions. GDP and inflation assumptions

were conservatively set below market consensus.

While question marks remain in particular surrounding

medium-term financing requirements and the view on

oil prices and production might spell some downside

risk for Pemex balance sheets, this budget should

allay market concerns of a deteriorating economic

policy after a tumultuous Q4.


